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ACROSS
Expected rash developed in ape, say, in a 
different way (10)

1

Specimen was treated with boron (4)6
Small fish flourish (5)10
Nine involved in court case lasting three years 
(9)

11

Bomber's guide, for one, married in a Middle 
East country (6)

12

Gets bigger ewes evenly distributed in flock 
(5,2)

13

Flimsy pole catches fire (6)15
People gathered around at events associated 
with strikes (8)

16

Trick not completed ahead of time in secret 
precisely (8)

17

Offensive act that is committed after class (6)20
Coinage of Rome sent around by ruler (7)23
Half of patrol went ahead and turned (6)24
Lions sprayed discharge on the rocks (9)26
Stand around after start of big bonfire (5)27
Endless enthusiasm is a blast? (4)28
Leading person arranged trek with IT 
equipment crucial to initial success (7-3)

29

DOWN
Forgotten or missed by minister (4)1
Auditor engaged by organisation is setting up 
(7)

2

Pictured man injured badly with air-tool (9,5)3
Cheap newspaper making case to preserve 
status (6)

4

Doctor's sign, say, individual spotted on the 
outside of hospital (7)

5

First of all it's breaking accomplished serves 
(5,2)

7

Advertiser is beginning to blame sick mail 
handler (10)

8

Furious relative checking on bill containing 
bread (14)

9

Very hot tiles warped in transport (10)14
Dark horse's stall (3)16
Criminal charge is restricting street people 
responsible for violations (7)

18

Most prominent home of Hollywood gangster 
primarily owned by others (7)

19

Wardrobe feature, possibly, that is fixed in a 
permanent way (3,4)

21

Packing case, located by river, is hollow (6)22
Expert took food over time (4)25


